DWB Team Edification Document
“To help people takes strength; to
inspire people takes wisdom; but to
elevate them takes love.”

This document was created to assist you in edifying your connect call
leader. Prior to a call it is imperative that you review this to better
edify your leader during the call.
Please do not read line by line while on the call but rather summarize
and build your own connection to the leader through some of the
points provided. The better you edify your prospect and connect
leaders the more impactful the call will be.
* Please note ALWAYS edify the prospect first then the leader!
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Let's Get Started!
Everyone in Ucrew Nation can utilize Black Diamond Leaders, Ricky and
Francoise Untermeyer, and top leaders, Corbin and Holly Roush, and Barry
Jackson during their edification process to strengthen the value of their call.

UCREW Nations Black Diamond Leaders
Ricky Untermeyer: (904) 759-2551
Ricky has been an entrepreneur since the
age of 19, where he started his first
construction venture which quickly grew to a
multi million dollar company with 7 divisions.
He and his wife have won multiple awards
with our company and broken a ton of
records in this industry! They have their own
documentary and we’re also featured in
Prosper magazine for the last 3 years.
They've built the largest and fastest-growing
team of over 30,000 people in North
America.
He’s one of the top income earners in 9 countries averaging $20k$30k a week in residual income & created an online training system
that makes it super simple to have a turn key business for anyone who
locks arms with us.
Ricky, I know your time’s extremely valuable so I appreciate you
hopping on the phone with us today, and (prospect) I know your time’s
valuable as well so I’m excited to link the two of you up today to see if
this is something that could be a good fit for you (prospect)
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UCREW Nations Black Diamond Leaders
Francoise Untermeyer: (904) 210-2737
Before she was in this space, she was the
director of nursing managing 4 departments
with over 1,000 people!
She and her husband have won multiple
awards with our company and broken a ton of
records in this industry! They have their own
documentary that was done on them and they
we’re also featured in Prosper magazine for
the last 3 years
They've built the largest and fastest-growing team of over 30,000
people in North America.
She’s one of the top income earners in 9 countries averaging $20k$30k a week in residual income and created an online training system
that makes it super simple to have a turn key business for anyone who
locks arms with us.
Francoise, I know your time is extremely valuable so I appreciate you
hopping on the phone with us today, and (Prospect) I know your time’s
valuable as well so I’m excited to link the two of you up today to see if
this is something that could be a good fit for you (prospect).
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UCREW Nations Top Leaders
Corbin Roush: (918) 284-8242
Corbin comes from the corporate world and
retired after their success in Dallin's previous
company.
“Over my dead body” was what came out of
his mouth when his wife, Holly, told him about
the network marketing company she had
joined. He soon changed his mind as he saw
Holly collecting checks and flying through the
ranks, he then decided to join her.
They have made millions in this industry and are servant leaders with
huge hearts for people. Corbin and Holly are Royal Black Diamonds in
Vasayo.
Holly Roush: (918) 812-5694
Wife to Corbin and mother of three amazing boys!
Achieved major success in previous network
marketing company with Dallin Larsen.
Has made millions of dollars in network marketing
earning them the rank of Royal Black Diamonds in
Vasayo.
Barry Jackson: (352) 274-5175
Has owned and operated six Anytime Fitness gyms
around the Tampa Bay area.
He is an extremely successful businessman and
believes in having multiple streams of income.
When the market crashed in 2008 it really hit home
for him. He searched for alternative sources of
income that were sustainable with low startup cost,
Vasayo is the best of both.
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UCREW Nations DWB Team Leaders
Jarad and Loren Richards
Jarad Richards: (512) 924-2220
In education for 18 years and have
masters in educational administration
and is currently an offensive coordinator
for 5a school (Elgin) outside AUSTIN, Tx.
He has been in the industry for close to
three years now and has made a
combined income over 7 figures in the
industry!

Loren Richards: (979) 540-6427
Married to Jared for 10+ years and
together they have 3 beautiful children!
Worked in healthcare 7 years as a
ultrasound technician; also a real estate
investor.
She and her husband are now 7-figure
earners and earned $300,000+ in the
first 11 months.
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UCREW Nations DWB Team
Amber Neeley: (979) 209-4848
Wife and mother to a son, with a
background in medical science
specializing in Pediatrics.
Has been in network marketing for 2
years. They hit Gold within a couple
months and are now ranked Ruby!
Stepped out in faith and focused fully on
Vasayo and then hit Pearl leadership rank
building a massive team around country.
Amy Wade: (254) 485-7685
Lives in Stephensville, TX. She is a wife,
boy mom, and animal lover.
Former licensed paramedic. Current
funeral director/embalmer
Funeral home owner-and other
businesses. Accidental network marketer
with a good sense of humor.

Angela Wallis: (325) 374-1900
Rank: Platinum; Angela is married to
Charlie Wallis and they have three grown
daughters. Both Angela and Charlie are
self employed for 20 plus years. Angela
owns a medical billing business and
Charlie makes custom cowboy boots!
Angela and Charlie were looking for time
freedom and better health when they were
introduced to Vasayo. They saw the value
of Vasayo and joined in April of 2019.
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Bridget Trujillo: (719) 240-5707
Married 30+ years
Executive assistant at Global Solution online
school
Network marketing last 7 years; Achieved
Gold and qualified for free cruise to
Bahamas
Passionate about serving others and
reaching potential
Candace Ramsdell: (979) 777-2479
Rank: Platinum; 28yo. Has managed a
dental office for 9 years and bartender part
time. Joined the business because I wanted
more for my life and felt a higher purpose for
being here to help others. Realized there
was always going to be a ceiling above my
head unless I made a change to my income.
Has made over $10,000 in this industry with
no prior experience and working it very part
time. My life first changed with the products
and now the business.
Elaine Catruara: (630) 244-5924
Elaine lives in the Chicago area with her
husband and amazing daughter.
She has worked in healthcare as a
Sonographer most of her life and has a
servant’s heart. Elaine and her husband
look forward to moving to Arizona, enjoying
time freedom with Vasayo.
What she loves most about Vasayo is there
is something for everyone in the products
and opportunity.
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Kassy Havel: (979) 540-9677
Former nurse of 24 years from Texas. Wife
and empty nester mom of four beautiful adults.
She went from calling out of work and faking
being sick to jumping out of bed excited to
really help people again.
Saw that Vasayo offered a disruptive product
with a patent.
Since going Vasayo, she has found a way to
change lives and find financial security.
Achieved the rank of Blue Sapphire.
Kellee Andrews: (515) 991-7208
Married to Damon Andrews for 27 yrs.
Mom of four adult children (ages 17-23)
Lives in Urbandale, Iowa Elementary Reading
Teacher.
Breast Cancer Survivor, emphasis on holistic
methods.
Former Vice President in Arbonne Gold leader
in Vasayo

Laura Nelm: (325) 374-6149
Platinum Executive. Married 26 years. 4
children and 1 grandson. Made $2000 first 2
weeks in the business and earned a free
cruise. Able to leave stressful teaching career.
Loves helping others develop their belief in
themselves and Vasayo
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Lynde Turner: (979) 200-1202
Wife and mother of two, she lives in a
small town in Texas with less than 1,000
people. Background in healthcare industry
for 15 years; Registered Nurse for 12
years. Made $30k within 3 months of
joining Vasayo. Retired from healthcare
since now making double what she had in
healthcare.
Monica Monk:
Monica is the Proud Wife and Mother of 4
wonderful children. She’s a full time
elementary teacher and a Servant leader
Monica has an incredible story - her
husband had cancer and using a specific
protocol (3/4 products that you can find
here) they were able to go into complete
remission.
She Has a fierce passion for helping and
leading others in health and wellness.
Mad15k in 1st year (while working full
time, mothering 4 kiddos, and serving her
church and community. So she knows
what building a business while being very
busy looks like.
She is such an inspiration and I am so
grateful that you get to hear about this
from her.
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Shanna Kurtz: (361) 649-9792
Shanna went from owning a construction
and remodel business for 10 years (and all
the stress that comes with owning a small
brick & mortar business) and in her first
year - she built a six figure income with this
company.
She is now one of the top earners and
leads a team of over 3000. She has a huge
heart for helping people on her team win by
mentoring and coaching them and really
creating a space for them to learn the
skillset and mindset needed to succeed
here.
You will also hear her passion for the
technology that this company has - it is
something she was familiar with. She has
been an advocate for natural health for over
20 years -stemming from an incurable
cancer diagnosis when she was just 20
years old. Rank: Ruby

Stephanie Young: (512) 937-5850
She is a wife and mother to five children.
She has worked in the field of Sonography
for 3 years. Studied alternative medicine for
8 years and is very passionate about
holistic health.
First-time network marketer, joined Vasayo
and earned $3k in just 11 days
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Tiffany Caballero: (817) 739-8887
Childhood cancer survivor and dog mom. Top
Realtor in Dallas, Texas area also an investor/
house flipper. She is a 6-figure network
marketing earner; former Top 20 in Arbonne.
Platinum Leader and Gold maker!

Vance Wade: (254) 595-0020
Lives in Stephenville, TX with his wife Amy
and their son.
Owns a funeral home and other businesses.
Loves to help people and that is why is
chose Vasayo.
Achieved the rank of Blue Sapphire
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